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PROFILE

Since I was a kid, I was always
interested and curious about
building stuff from ground up.
Which is one of the reasons I
chose Web Development, as I
can think or pretty much
anything and built it from the
ground. One of the skills and
strengths that will help me
succeed in my goal is my
passion and my stubbornness
for learning new things.

SKILLS

Node, React, Express, MySQL,
Agile Development,
JavaScript, DOM APIs, Git
Bash, GitHub, CSS, HTML

E X P E R I E N C E

Restaurant Manager | Mt. Everest

AUG 2017- OCT 2021, AJAX, ONT

● Successfully increased profit by 30% within the first year, and then
20% in the following years using strong leadership and management
skills

● Demonstrated ability to work in a fast-paced environment under
pressure by using strong organization and problem

Assistant Manager  |  Bombay Grill
JAN  2014 - 2017,  PICKERING, ONT

● Researched new wholesale food suppliers and negotiated the prices.
Worked with 3 different suppliers after contacting almost 20 of them

● Calculated future needs in the kitchenware and equipment and place
orders, as needed

● Managed and store vendors contracts and invoices

E D U C A T I O N

BrainStation  |  Diploma Candidate, Web Development

SEPT 2021 - DEC  2021, ONTARIO, CA

Trillium College |   Network Administrator

JAN  2014 - 2016, TORONTO, ON

P R O J  E C T S

BrainStation Capstone Project |  Web Developer

NOV 2021, BRAINSTATION CAPSTONE PROJECT

● For  my capstone project I wanted to work with finance API as I’m an avid

investor in the crypto market. Using the crypto app/webpage you can search

for any crypto currency and it will show you the latest price and a candlestick

chart with news related to that crypto.

BrainStation X GM Industry Project |  Web Developer

OCT 2021, BRAINSTATION INDUSTRY PROJECT

● Collaborated in a multidisciplinary team of 4 individuals including a Data

Scientist, Digital Marketer, and UX Designer to come up with a solution for

zero emission, zero congestion and zero accident. Our idea was to create a

ride sharing app with autonomous vehicles. I voluntarily started making the

app given by our design team and implemented all the given changes during

the production of it. In the end we had the app built with a landing page

designed by the other developer.

Magic 8 Ball |  Lead Coder

OCT 2021, BRAINSTATION HACKATHON

● The purpose of the HACKATHON was to use one of the given API. Me and my

teammate decided to choose the Giphy APi. Using our imagination, we came

up with an idea to make magic 8 ball which replies with gifs.




